INTRODUCTION
Corresponding to new concepts of the 21th century and due to available numerical and robotics technologies advanced transformable structures have appeared in civil engineering and architecture [e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Structures used for off-shore industry, light deployable structures used for provisory and transformable architecture can be mentioned among these shape morphing structures that can change shape like the wing of the insects or the petals of the flowers or like the movable structure of human body. In this article we restrict our attention only to lattice deployable structures.
These structures are designed to undergo very large displacements and remain fully operational [6] . Often structures of this kind can integrate a multibody system (e.g. [7] or [8] ) which facilitates a construction phase before being integrated in a structural assembly (e.g. [9] ). Modeling of the component of 3D frame-type flexible structures of this type is nowadays under control -thanks to the geometrically exact beam model [10] [11] capable of representing large displacements and rotations, and solving the pertinent instability problems [12] .
However, not enough is known about the dynamics of the highly flexible structures of this kind. The dynamical analysis of these structures addresses problems like vibration control, the study of the true nature of damping and its proper numerical implementation, the development of the time-integration schemes which are suitable for handling different deformation modes with potentially large difference in associated stiffness and natural frequencies -or what is referred to the stiff differential equations.
The main goal of this article is not to address these problems but rather to expose the wild range of structural systems to the Reader being expert in the necessary elaborated dynamical analysis. This is important due to the lack of profound calculation procedure for varaibles of the reviewed systems.
In this article deployable structures are classified into two groups: 1) multibody systems, mechanisms that are controlled and stabilized by additional elements and 2) highly flexible structures undergoing large displacements, deformation and instability phenomena.
The former impose the problem of finding fast and easy control to obtain the needed geometrical configurations while the stiffness of the structure has to be also assured in the operational configurations. In some cases this implies only two separated configurations; the initial, compact configuration which allows the structure to be stored and transported securely, and the deployed final configuration that has to resist to the operational loads. To assure the operational stiffness of the structure additional stabilizing elements can be added after the deployment. In the case of an adaptive structure the aim is rather to assure the required stiffness of the structure in infinite number of configurations, that is the structure can continuously change its morphological properties while staying fully operational. Though significantly increasing the complexity of the system, the application of continuously changing morphological structures prospects a dynamical architecture that can not only change its properties with the aim to ameliorate occupant comfort and to adapt the structure to changing occupant demands but also for reducing environmental impact and for a better energy efficiency.
Using structures that are packed by imposing large elastic deformations and by involving instability phenomenon either self-stabilizing or self-deploying (pop-up) systems can be created. These structures can serve for a fast constructional method that has extreme importance in airspace structures but can serve well for provisory architecture and military installations, as well.
The force-displacement diagrams of the basic segments of self-stabilizing and self-deploying systems are similar in respect of having zero packing/deploying force, that corresponds to both the deployed and the packed configurations. In between these two configurations the structure has to pass a critical state corresponding to the maximal value of the packing/deploying force. After this critical state further smooth displacement can be only achieved by descending force.
Consequently, if force control is applied, then the phenomena will cause an instable phase, causing a sudden displacement, that is, a snapping of the structure. Smooth transformation process can only be realized by displacement control.
Despite the similar characteristic of the equilibrium paths there is a major difference between self-locking and self-deploying structures. For self-locking pantographic system the deployed and the packed configurations correspond to a stable, strain-free state due to the special geometric configuration resulting in a second stable phase (after reaching the minimum value of the packing force) of the equilibrium path. On the contrary, the packed configuration of the pop-up systems is characterized by an unstable state corresponding to the maximal value of the cumulated strain-energy. In this compact configuration the elements are not stress-and strainfree and due to the instability of the state a small perturbation results in a sudden snapping of the structure to the initial, stress-free configuration. This characteristic is herein demonstrated though force-displacement diagrams of the basic segment of such structures.
Due to the sudden snapping during packing/deploying the inertial effects cannot be neglected and consequently a profound dynamic deployment and packing analysis is required for the analysis of such structures. In this article the applicable joint construction will be also outlined, which can often involve friction and damping effects. In the following, the topology of the different systems will be demonstrated by throughly presenting some elementary segments of the system which makes its mechanical behavior clear by some simplified analysis.
STABILIZED AND CONTROLLED MULTIBODY SYSTEMS

Multibody systems for the erection of the structure
Deployable Tensegrity Structures
The experimental system, called tensegrity, was born at the end of the 1940s from the artistic exploration of K. Snelson and Fuller's goal of creating maximal efficiency structures [13] . Snelson called his tensegrity sculptures the "floating compression" system, while the word "tensegrity" (from tensile integrity) is coined by Fuller. This spatial truss system's elements can be separated to purely compressed and purely tensile components. With this separation the tensioned members can be as light weight as current material technology allows, resulting extremely light, economical and less visually intrusive structures [14] . The simplest tensegrity unit is the tensegrity tripod [15] (Fig. 1a) and other tensegrity networks can be derived from geodesic polyhedra [16] (Fig. 1b) . Assembling these units planar and spherical structures can be created, therefore they can be used for walls, floors and roofs or bridges.
The idea to have only tendons connected to struts is a very innovative concept of this type of structures. It results extremely simple joints, but difficulties are imposed when trying to connect these exotic structures with conventional architectural structures as e.g. cladding in the case of a dome.
Though tensegrities have pre-stressed mechanisms in their static configuration, this mechanisms are only infinitesimal, thus the classical tensegrities are not deployable systems. However, derived from the intrinsic property of tensegrity structures foldability can be easily obtained by changing the lengths of the elements of the structures. This can be either the changing of strut length by using telescopic bars or the folding can be enriched by changing the length of the cable. The main difficulty of the former method is that in the folded configuration the cable often creates an inextricable tangle opposing thus the system to unfold [17] . Recently innovative deployable structures were born by the application of the basic ideas of the tensegrities, as e.g. the mobile bridge design developed for a fictitious journey on Mars by the Department of Structural Design of the TU Munich [18] or the deployable space truss system being also a foldable bridge realization, proposed by Rhode-Barbarigos et al. [19] . A large number of structures that can be opened and closed, are based on the well-known concept of the lazy tong system. The minimum component of this system is the so-called scissor like element (SLE henceforth). The SLE consists of two bars connected to each other with a revolute joint (Fig. 2a) . By the parallel connection of SLEs the simplest 2D deployable structure, the lazy tong is constructed (Fig. 2b ). Connecting at least three of SLEs through complete pin joints a ring is formed, providing a secondary unit of this frame structure ( Fig.  2c-h ). The scissors can be folded to bundle if the foldability constraint is fulfilled:
Pantographic structures folding into a bundle
Where a, b, c, d are the lengths of scissor parts measured from the revolute joint of the adjacent scissors (Fig. 2a) .
When connecting SLEs to a ring, the joints at the four endpoints of the scissors have to stay in the same plane. Consequently if the simplest, asymmetrical cylindrical joint is applied (Fig.  2a ) the scissors had to be bent ( Fig. 2i ) because of the extension of the rods (in order to keep their four endpoint in the same plane). This results in the occurrence of transverse forces in the joints resulting in friction when trying to rotate them [1] .
By the further connection of secondary units almost all kind of 3D shapes can be formed folding into bundle. Adding tension components like wire or membrane to its developed form, it becomes a 3D truss and gets effective strength. With this system towers, bridges, domes (e.g. Figs. 3.) and space structures can be rapidly constructed [20] . Using scissor-like deployable structures in architecture was pioneered by the Spanish engineer, E. P. Piñero. He presented a foldable theatre in 1961 [21] , and elaborated several other deployable designs. The biggest drawbacks of his designs were the relatively heavy and big joints due to eccentric connections and necessary temporary support as the structure was stiffened by intermediate bars or tension elements that were added after the structure was deployed into the desired configuration [1] . Despite of all the disadvantages of his structures, Piñero inspired several researchers.
This was the case with Professor F. Escrig, who designed the 30 m×60 m deployable roof for a swimming pool in Seville [22, 23] . By piling up symmetrical or pyramid type structural units (Fig. 2e-f ) vertically a basic pantographic structure is formed: a three-dimensional mast [20] . The only internal degree of freedom of the deployable mast developed in the former Deployable Structures Laboratory is controlled by a single, continuous "active" cable ( Fig. 3c ) which runs over pulleys connected to the joints of the pantograph [24] . A series of short (initially loose) cables linking neighboring joints of the pantograph become taut when the pantograph is fully deployed, and in this configuration, the continuous cable imparts a global state of prestress onto the whole structure. The application of this vertical connection horizontally results a foldable bridge, which is useful for its rapid construction [20] . An example is realized in the Hanamizuki Park (Fig. 3a) .
Pantadome erection
3D spatial structures are extremely efficient ones completed. However the difficulties with installation (big amount of scaffolding, labor and time) often highly decrease this efficiency. This drawback can be significantly reduced with the unique structural pantographic system called the Pantadome System invented by M. Kawaguchi and will be herein explained in accordance with [25] .
The principle of this structural system is to make a dome or a conical space frame unstable for a period of the construction so that it is "foldable" during its erection. This can be done by temporarily taking out the members lying on a hoop circle (Fig. 4) then the dome is given a "mechanism", like a 3D version of a parallel crank or a "pantograph". Since such a dome is assembled in a folded shape near the ground level and the entire height of the dome during assembly work is very low compared with that of after completion, the assembly work can be done safely and economically, and the quality of work can be assured more easily than in conventional erection systems. Not only the structural frame but also the exterior and interior finishings, electricity and mechanical facilities can be fixed and installed at this stage. The dome is then lifted up. Lifting can be achieved either by blowing inside the dome to raise the internal air pressure or by pushing up the periphery of the upper dome by means of hydraulic jacks. The major advantage of this system compared with different lifting solutions is that no guying cables or bracing elements are necessary for lateral stability. This is due to the fact that the mechanism of the system can be controlled with only freedom of movement in the vertical direction. When the dome has taken the final shape, the hoop members which have been temporarily taken away during the erection are fixed to their proper positions to complete the dome structure. Several designs have been realized in accordance to the pantadome principle. One is the Namihaya Dome with diameter of 127m and 111m.
Other cable and strut systems, mixed systems
For architectural and special applications several deployable lattice systems were invented using ideas differing from the already mentioned pantographic or tensegrity systems and some use a mixture of the mentioned types. Herein only a few examples will be presented without scoping an exhaustive list. Figure 5 Post-stabilized cable-strut deployable structural units by Liew and Krishnapillai Some foldable lattice designs use sliding joints for transformation. This is the case with the ancient structure of the umbrella. Sliding joint is used for the 3D foldable "hexapod" of Onoda et al. [26] or the pyramid type cable strut systems of Liew and Krishnapillai et al. [27, 28] (Fig. 5a ). Liew and Krishnapillai introduced a new family of deployable units combining cable-strut systems with foldability features similar to the deployable tensegrity structures. The basic element of these structures use, either sliding joints (Fig. 5a) or cables stiffening (Fig.  5b-c) based on the 'deploy & stabilize' method. This system is rather applicable for terrestrial use as elements need post-stabilizing and consequently with these units structures cannot be instantly deployed, the on-site assembling is more laborious. These structures were thoroughly analyzed by Vu et al. [4] . Due to their paper the novel system proves a remarkable structural efficiency (calculating from the optimized structure's total load/structural self-weight and the span/deflection ratios) that is even comparable with conventional nondeployable double layer lattice designs and it is also fast and easy to construct (compared with conventional double layer structures) while the weight of the structures is still competitive. For an example of architectural application of cable pantographic elements a 30m spanning deployable membrane structure supported by two deployable inclined arches was offered by Tran et al. [29] .
Multibody systems for continuous transformability
Pantographic structures
Probably the simplest shape morphing structure is the pantographic arm or lazy tong presented in chapter 2.1. By adding active cables driven through the joints a pantographic arm can be constructed [1, pp. 131-133] . However the architectural application of pantographic structures that fold into a bundle are highly restricted.
C. Hoberman, the American engineer, made a considerable advance in the design of retractable roof structures by the discovery of the simple angulated element [30] [31] . By the refraction of the two straight rods of a single SLE the angulated element is formed (Fig. 6) . This element is able to open and close while maintaining the end nodes on radial lines that subtend a constant angle [2, 31, 32] . Using angulated elements Hoberman created the retractable 6.2m tall and 10.2m high Iris Dome, at the EXPO2000. The exhibition dome was formed by the connection of the angulated elements on concentric circles (Fig. 7) . One of the drawbacks of this design is that the structure does not maintain a constant perimeter. On the other hand, for the construction of the relatively small span structure required more than 11 400 machined pieces [33] , which can cause potential problems with reliability and a laborious and expensive manufacturing. The complexity of the hinges is due to the special geometric configuration; as the hinge axes has to be perpendicular to the plane of the scissor, the interconnecting hinges are realized by a rigid body of small extension connected to four simple scissor hinges with four different hinge axis [34] (Fig. 7) . Figure 7 Iris dome designed by Hoberman : schematic model (a), complex hinge system (b, c) [35] Further developments were made by Z. You and S. Pellegrino [32] by generalizing the angulated elements to a large family of foldable building blocks and by introducing a new type of pantographic structure based on the so called multi-angulated elements. Using multi-angulated elements the number and complexity of elements and joints of retractable trellis structures can be reduced. Each multi-angulated element is composed of a number of bars, which are rigidly connected to each other (Fig. 8) , instead of consisting of separate angulated elements as used by Hoberman. The 3D version of the multi-angulated element can be generated by a vertical projection of all hinges to a hemisphere. The retractable structure elaborated at the former Deployable Structures Laboratory made from two layers of multi-angulated elements connected only by cylindrical joints with all hinge axis perpendicular to the plane. Though the projected retractable dome by You and Pellegrino have less complex joints, its opened configuration forms a less aesthetic toroidal-like shape that is more susceptible to wind effects [35] .
Further developed and very aesthetic retractable dome system was tested by Kokawa [36] , who identified a special geometry that enables all the joints to move on the sphere with scissor hinge axes pointing to the center point of the sphere. Unfortunately, in case of this configuration there is a slight difference in the direction of hinge axes and the hole axes during retraction, consequently either a loose hole or an embedded spherical roller bearing is needed [36] .
All the above mentioned retractable dome models has the problem of variable perimeter radius. While Hoberman overcame this difficulty by supporting his Iris Dome with a wide annulus on which the domes joints on the edge can slide radially, the model of the Deployable Structures Laboratory and the one by Kokawa is supported with a secondary mechanism, a pin jointed support. P. E. Kassabian succeeded to change the geometry of the iris dome's structure by rigid body rotation, so that the motion of each angulated element is a pure rotation about a fixed point, and thus allows the application of fixed support points [37] [38] . F. Kovács identified a new type of retractable iris dome combining simple scissor hinges and common hinges that has a fix outer ring, too [35] .
Other type of highly flexible lattice designs
Practically by choosing the right actuation system all of the mechanism can be converted to shape morphing structures that are widely used in spatial structures and robotic technologies. With the help of ameliorating sensor systems and improving performance of light structural materials adaptive and intelligent architectural structures that can continuously change shape have got a foot in the door. The trend to design adaptive/responsive architectural applications turns the kinematic indeterminacy of tensegrity structures an advantage [39] . Deployable tensegrity targeting not only a packed and a deployed configuration but a wide variety of different shapes have been recently investigated. One example of adaptive roof design is the actuated tensegrity of A. Herder [40] , who used computational design tools to develop a load bearing simple curved tensegrity shelter that is able to change shape, continuously. For other examples a tetrahedral truss system was presented by Sofla et al. [41] that can bend, twist and undulate by linear displacement actuators. A novel family of antiprismatic arm was investigated by the authors [5] (Fig. 9) derived from the yoshimura origami pattern. By polygonal actuators the arm can freely move in the space. The topology and geometry of the system initially used for a pop-up must was first proposed by Hegedűs [43] for a self-deploying mast (see later in Chapter 3.2). Figure 10 Self-stable deployable structures: secondary units for the planar self-locking structures While pantograph structures, discussed above, all need additional stabilizing elements -like cables or other locking devices -, it is possible to design deployable structures that are selfstable in the erected configuration without any additional member with the application of a special geometric configuration [1] . This can be achieved by adding inner SLEs to the initial secondary units shown in Fig. 2 . These units are shown in Fig. 10 . The inner SLEs deform while unfolding due to geometric incompatibilities thus resulting a self-locking, self-stabilizing mechanism that locks the structure in its opened configuration [43] (cited by [1] ). The first dome structure of this type was introduced by T. Zeigler in 1974 [44] . Several pop-up displays and pavilions are constructed in accordance with his patents. Figure 11 Zeigler's patent for collapsible self-supporting structure: dome and scissor details [45] Possible shapes with Zeigler's first pop-up dome patent [44] is strongly limited because of strict geometric restrictions. The major disadvantage of the structure though is that in the final configuration some members are not stress-free and remain curved. This residual stresses and bent form leads to a decrease of load bearing capacity and makes these structures more susceptible to catastrophic failures due to member buckling [1] . Zeigler improved his initial structure by introducing sliding joints for some intermediate nodes and flexible connections at the end nodes by springs [45] (Fig. 11) For the elimination of both of the above mentioned problems -namely external stabilization and residual stresses in the deployed configuration -improved self-locking structures were investigated by A. Krishnapillai at the MIT [46] [47] (cited by [1]) . By the satisfaction of certain geometric constraints, these structures can be stable in the deployed configuration having straight and stress-free members (see Fig. 12b ), except for dead weight and live load effects. During deployment, however, geometric incompatibilities result in the development of second order strains and stresses and a snap-through type of behavior that 'locks' the structure and assures its stability in the deployed configuration. About self-stable structures of this kind a practical and detailed design guide was published, written by Gantes [1] , however, the published analysis exclude any dynamical investigation.
HIGHLY FLEXIBLE STRUCTURES UNDERGOING LARGE DISPLACEMENTS AND INSTABILITY PHENOMENA
Self-locking pantographic structures
As an example the force-displacement diagram of a basic element of self-locking deployable structures are herein presented that can be used for planar assemblies. The outer SLEs would form a simple pantographic mechanism without the inner SLEs. The diagram was plotted from data gained from a numeric simulation (run by FEAP) with displacement control. The center bottom joint was fixed and the center top node was vertically displaced with "u" upwards until complete closure (u=h). It can be seen in Fig. 12 that no stresses occur in the outer SLEs (marked with o. SLE (1-4) ), while during packing the inner SLEs (marked with i. SLE (5-8), see Fig. 12a ) have to be deformed. Both, the deployed and the closed configurations correspond to zero force and a stress-free state. 
Self-deploying structures
Self-deployment with changing element-lengths
Mikulas et al. presented possibilities of deploying planar trusses achieved by changing the length of the elements [48] . In contrast to self-locking structures (presented above), the packed configuration of these pop-up trusses is characterized by an unstable state corresponding to the maximal value of the cumulated strain-energy. In this compact configuration the elements are not stress-and strain-free and due to the instability of the state a small perturbation results in a sudden snapping of the structure to the initial, stress-free configuration. However, similarly to the self-locking structures, the deployment or the packing is achieved by deforming some elastic elements.
This behavior is herein presented through showing the behavior of the basic segment of the antiprismatic pop-up column proposed by Hegedűs [42] (Fig. 13) . This column consists of rigid and elastic bars and rigid panels between the segments. The mast is packed by lengthening the horizontal elastic bars (Fig. 13) .
The equilibrium equation is plotted in Fig. 14 . The figure shows the downward packing force (N) in function of the relative displacement (displacement of top nodes (u)/total height of the structure (2h). It can be seen that the force-displacement diagram of the structure is such that zero force corresponds to both, the deployed and the packed configuration [49] . While the former is a stable configuration, the latter is an unstable one. Consequently small locking devices are needed to stabilize and transport the structure in the packed configuration and the structure pops up when released. The geometry of this pop-up mast could be used for small-span provisory pop-up bridges for example [5, 49] (Fig. 15) . Figure 15 Bridge design applying the deployable pentagonal antiprismatic system [5] 
Coilable mast
The coilable mast system invented by Mauch [50] is originated from the idea that any elastic rod can be pushed to a helical shape [51] (cited by [2] ). His lattice column is deployed through compressing the longitudinal elastic bars (called longerons) into a helical deformed shape. In the deployed configuration the stiffness is reached by bracings bars (battens) perpendicular to the longerons, and diagonal prestressed cables (Fig. 16) . When releasing the coiled structure it dynamically deploys due to the accumulated energy in the folded system. Accumulated energy can come from special joint configuration too. This is the case with the deployable structure presented by Fanning and Holloway [52] where the deployment is due to a spring embedded at the node, forcing the joint to rotate and consequently to deploy when releasing the structure. Figure 17 Physical model of antiprismatic pop-up mast by the authors (deployed and packed configurations) [5] A novel type of self-deploying expandable tube was derived from the antiprismatic structure presented in Chapter 2.2. (shown in Fig. 9 .) Eliminating the rigid polygons of the structure and applying elastic highly flexible joints that have to undergo large rotational deformations, a popup system is created that can be packed in plane (Fig. 17) .
SUMMARY
In order to give a general survey, several deployable lattice designs were presented, that offer possibilities in architectural applications. Deployable structures can be created from mechanisms that can be controlled by pneumatic systems, cables or other actuators. Tensegrity structures, which are in the first place applied for sculptures have the intrinsic possibility to be deployable. The main advantage of tensegrities is the simplicity of joints as only tendons are connected to struts in accordance with the canonical definition. However, the analysis of deployable tensegrities is extremely cumbersome; it involves highly nonlinear analysis due to prestressed cables with nonsmooth, unilateral constitutive model, finite displacement simulation, contact problems for eliminating intersection of elements during deployment etc.
A large number of deployable structures use pantographic systems. Though the scissor joint of the basic element is easy to construct, the further connection of the SLEs requires spherical joints. Furthermore, the simplest scissor joint construction evolves often non negligible friction effects. Pantographic systems can be combined with sliding joints, too, like some cable and strut systems.
If the mechanism is such that the degree of freedom of motion is only one, the control of the structure can be simple and fast. However, there is a trend to apply transformable structures not only to create a fast constructional method but to design morph shaping architectural structures to adapt the building to changing occupant demands and for reducing environmental impact and for a better energy efficiency. Morph-shaping structures are currently one of the most prospective research topic of civil engineering structures. In fact, simple control of such systems is of high complexity, a highly distributive, intelligent control and sensor system can completely transform the today's urban architecture to a dynamic, more economical, and less intrusive environment.
The second category of deployable structures is the snap-through type structures. These systems are either self-deploying or self-locking systems, depending on the stability of the equilibrium state in the packed configuration. While the self-locking system is stable and stressfree in the packed configuration, the pop-up structures are in an unstable equilibrium state in their compact configuration, corresponding to the maximum of the stored strain energy. This state enables the structure to dynamically self-deploy. The main advantage of these structures is that no additional stabilizing element is needed that makes the construction extremely rapid. The major problems of self-locking and self-deploying systems is that omitting additional poststiffening often results in the lack of sufficient structural stiffness or the occurrence of massive deploying stresses during deployment/packing. Furthermore, the complexity of analysis is of high order due to the non negligible inertial effects occurring at snapping of the structure.
In this article it was shown that already a great deal of different transformable systems are invented, however, it would be inadequate to say that application possibilities in the field of civil engineering and architecture are already well established. The difficulty arouses from either the need of complex and cumbersome fabrication process (in the case of a larger scale structure) or in other cases the problem comes from the necessary highly nonlinear analysis of these flexible systems. The (very briefly) presented examples show that even the analysis of a single basic element can be cumbersome and may require profound understanding of nonlinear behavior. When analyzing the interconnected single elements together the complexity of the simulation become even of higher order. Possibly the biggest challenge is that unlikely to conventional structures the inertial effects during the transformation process, as well as the uncertain energy absorptions, are of high importance in general and consequently cannot be ignored in the analysis. The architectural design work for individual applications, the elaborating calculation process and the lack of standardizable procedure for dynamical calculation and the necessary calculation costs will possibly keep the artists, the architects and the engineers busy for a while. At least the ones that have a hunger to feed their mind. Eventually and hopefully, combining transformable structures with a highly distributed control system which is already available in today's technology an intelligent responsive architecture will be born.
